Assembly Instructions

E.C. Woods, Inc. Outdoor Furniture

TACOMA BAR
Tools Needed
Cordless Drill
6” #2 Square Drive Bit
Tape Measure

STEP 1: Lay all pieces (as needed) on a smooth soft surface such as cardboard or carpet to help avoid scratching. Be
careful to not over tighten any of the fasteners. Many steps will require two people for assembly.

STEP 2: (a) Place Bar Front face down with the screw pockets facing up on a smooth soft surface. (b) Position assembly
blocks under the Bar Front on each corner. (c) Label and remove panel inserts on the Bar Sides to gain access to the
screw pockets to fasten the Bar Sides to the Bar Front. (d) Line the outside of the Bar Sides up with the outside of the
Bar Front using the assembly blocks as a guide making sure that they are lined up at the bottom.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

STEP 3: (e) Fasten the top and bottom of the Bar Sides to the Bar Front using the 1 ½” round head screws provided,
then move the assembly blocks to the 2 center screw pockets and repeat. (f) After you have both Bar Sides attached
move the Assembly and (g) place the Bar Back face down with the screw pockets facing up on a smooth soft surface and
place the assembly blocks under the Bar Back on each corner. (h) Line the outside of the Bar Sides up with the outside of
the Bar Back using the assembly blocks as a guide. (i) Fasten the Bar Sides to the Bar Back using the 1 ½” round head
screws provided making sure that they are lined up at the bottom. (j) Gently place the Bar assembly on its side to
reinstall panel inserts on the Bar Sides making sure to put them in the same place that they were removed from.

(e)

(f)

(g)

(i)

(h)

(j)

STEP 4: (k) Gently place the Bar Assembly on to it’s back to fasten the shelf to the shelf mounting blocks by lining up the
top of the shelf with the top of the shelf mounting blocks. (l) Fasten the shelf through the shelf support using the 1 ¼”
round head screws provided making sure to do the ones closest to the shelf opening first. NOTE: it is easiest to fasten
top screws first to allow for easier alignment, then screw in bottom screws after shelf is level. (m) Align the top of the
shelf with the top of the shelf opening. (n) Fasten the shelf support to the Bar Back cross piece by using the 5/8” round
head screws provided. (o) (NOT ON 34” BAR, 60” BAR ONLY) Secure the center of the shelf to the Bar Front using the
5/8” round head screw provided.

(k)

(l)

(n)

(m)

(o)

STEP 5: (p) Gently place the Bar Top upside down on a smooth soft surface and remove the aluminum reinforcing strips
(60” Bar only) from the bottom of the Bar Top. (q) Place the Bar assembly upside down on top of the Bar Top 2 ¼” back
from the back edge of the Bar Top making sure that the Bar Top Backers are away from the shelf opening and the short
overhang, and then center it from side to side. (r) Fasten the Bar assembly to the Bar top using 1 ½” round head screws
provided. (s) Attach the aluminum reinforcing strips to the inside of the Bar tight to the bottom of the Bar Top using the
5/8” round head screws provided in the center of the hole (60” Bar only). (t) See Corbel Installation Instructions. (u)
Carefully rotate the Bar onto its feet.

(p)

(q)

(r)

(s)

(u)

STEP 6: (optional) Outside Corner (v) Stand the left, center, and right, Corner Assemblies up and line them up at the top
making sure that the screw pockets in the left and right assemblies are away from the center assembly. (w) Fasten them
together thru the installed angle brackets using the 5/8” round head screws provided making sure that they are tight to
each other.

(v)

(w)

STEP 7: (optional) 45°Outside Corner (x) Fasten the bottom of the 45° Outside Corner to the side of the 20”, 34”, or
60” bar module making sure that the outside corners are flush (a helper may be necessary for this) then fasten with the
1 ¼” stainless steel round head screw that is provided. (y) Place the bar top in position and fasten it thru the aluminum
brackets with the 1 ¼” flat head screws provided. (z) Move the next bar module in to place and fasten the bottom of the
45° outside corner to the side of the bar module (like step (x)) then fasten the bar top thru the holes in the aluminum
brackets using the 1 ¼” stainless steel flat head screws provided. (aa) Fasten the 45° ouside corner front to the bar top using
the 1 ½” stainless steel round head screws provided.

(x)

(y)

(z)

(aa)
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Installation Instructions

E.C. Woods, Inc. Outdoor Furniture

TACOMA BAR CORBEL
Tools Needed
Cordless Drill
6” #2 Square Drive Bit
Tape Measure

(a)

(b)

(c)

STEP 1: Be careful to not over tighten any of the fasteners. (a) Center the Corbel on the stile. (b) Press down on the Corbel holding
it square with both the Bar Top and the stile. (c) Fasten the Corbel to the Bar Top using the 1 ½” stainless steel round head screws
provided.

(d)

STEP 2: (d) From the inside, fasten the Corbel thru the pre drilled holes using the 1 ½” stainless steel round head screws provided.
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